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T

he United Arab Emirates (UAE)
has just celebrated its fortieth an
niversary as an independent state.
Forged, in 1971, of seven autono
mous emirates abutting the southwestern
coast of the Arabian Gulf,1 it is the Arab
!"#$%&'(")$*('+,,-''.+$(-/012$-(".(+)34
cation that has withstood internal challeng
es and external threats. Its founder, Sheikh
Zayed bin Sultan Al Nahyan, saw that
unity was the best hope for the new nation
at a time plagued by many challenging
regional developments. And since 1971,
as the country has endeavored to become
a modern state with an open economy and
tolerant society, it has indeed made itself a
player in regional and international affairs.
This paper seeks to appraise the UAE
at 40 and highlight the essential con
cepts underpinning its development since
3)%-2-)%-),-5(67-(4#'8('-,83")(!3$$('7-%(
light on the basis of the legitimacy of the
country’s leaders and explicate how soft
power in its foreign policy has been used
to serve domestic prosperity. The second
section will provide an understanding
of its economy, explaining its nature, its
resources and the degree to which it has

helped make the country a major player in
the region and the world. The third sec
tion will shed light on the country’s social
accomplishments and areas of concern for
the leadership. Finally, a concluding sec
tion will summarize the UAE’s record and
highlight some of the challenges it faces in
the years ahead.
FOREIGN POLICY
( 9#-08-%(08(0(831-(".(:#-08(;+/(3)(<3%
dle Eastern and Gulf affairs, the United
Arab Emirates had to make decisions that
would advance its political, economic and
social development. The Gulf and Middle
East regions were in the throes of strategic
challenges that represented both potential
opportunity and uncertainty. Neighboring
Oman was facing an ongoing rebellion in
its Dhofar region; Iran under the shah was
presenting itself as an ascendant and ambi
tious state; Yemen was poor, elitedivided
and emerging from a long civil war; and
Saudi Arabia was beginning to reassert
itself after the end of the Nasserite era in
Egypt. Indeed, the entire Middle East was
undergoing widespread political, economic
0)%('",30$(,70):-'(8708(!-#-(8"(3);+-),-(
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whatever state emerged after the withdraw
al of British colonialism in the area once
known as the Trucial Coast.2
The new state, under the practical
political skills of the late Sheikh Zayed
(1918–2004), saw that its best chance
for success was a political system that
combined local autonomy with a federal
government to coordinate state affairs and
%-'3:)(0(+)34-%(."#-3:)(2"$3,*53 The fact
that the emirate of Abu Dhabi was, and
remains, the largest and richest of the emir
ates allowed it to lead the new nation. The
others — Dubai, Sharjah, Ras alKhaimah,
Ajman, Fujairah and Um alQuwain —
saw that it was in their interest to coalesce
as a single state with Abu Dhabi provid
ing the lion’s share of the federal state’s
expenses and a good portion of those of
the individual emirates.4

social contract between rulers and ruled,
has been augmented by a social openness
sanctioned by a tolerant version of Islam
that has allowed for widespread mod
ernization and exposure to regional and
3)8-#)083")0$(3);+-),-'5(=8(87-('01-(831->(
the UAE leadership has preserved the
society’s heritage and Islamic character,
grounding new trends and modernity in
tradition and avoiding a complete rupture
with the past.7
Christopher Davidson writes that,
contrary to predictions of the collapse
of monarchical regimes following social
transformation or coercive measures to
maintain the status quo,8 the UAE became
more stable than before its modernization.9
He lists conditions that contributed to this
eventuality, including the personal quali
ties of rulers — charisma, respect, ability
— along with public approval, patrimonial
networks, cultural, religious and ideo
logical resources, and the preservation of
identity. However, and not unlike other
states in the Arabian Peninsula, rentierism
as a sociopolitical reality stands out as an
essential condition for the emirati rulers’
legitimate claim to power and prominence.
The UAE has been able to modernize,
radically improve living standards, estab
lish the foundations of statehood, and be
come an active and respected international
player.10 Davidson presents the late Sheikh
Zayed as an example of a charismatic
4:+#-(!7"(!0'(0?$-(8"($-0%(87-()083")(3)(
challenging times. His legacy continues to
day through his successor, Sheikh Khalifa
bin Zayed Al Nahyan, who has been presi
dent since 2004.
The claims to political leadership,
however, have not obviated the need for
an electoral process to bring leaders from
the different strata of emirati society into
decision making. Besides having a Higher

Elements of Legitimate Rule
At a time of much political upheaval
in the Arab world, the essence of which
is a yearning for the opening up of re
gimes and respect for individuals, the
UAE stands out: the absence of fully
elected institutions has not translated into
a despotic political system. Indeed, poli
tics in the UAE are predicated upon the
old Lockean principle5 of the explicit and
implicit consent of the governed, in which
the government’s legitimacy rests upon a
universal acceptance of both its form and
those who lead it. Whether it is at the local
level in the individual emirates or at the
federal level, UAE leaders boast a sense of
legitimacy that no one, even those on the
fringes of the political process, doubts or
disputes.6
Over a rapid period of development,
the UAE has been able to combine differ
ent elements seen as essential for political
legitimacy. Its rentier status, involving a
45
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Council composed of the rulers of the sev
has been designed to serve its domestic
en emirates and a federal cabinet in charge
,")'838+-),*(!387"+8('0,#34,3):(0(%--2$*(
of the armed forces, foreign policy and
held belief in the importance of mod
monetary policy, the UAE has a consulta
-#083")(0)%()-+8#0$38*5(@2-,34,0$$*>(A=B(
tive body, the Federal National Council
foreign policy is committed to the peaceful
(FNC), where each emirate is represented
#-'"$+83")(".(,");3,8'>(87-(3)C3"$0?3$38*(".(
by a number of deputies. In existence since sovereignty, the stability of oil supplies,
1972, when it was fully appointed by the
and Arabian Gulf and Peninsula security.
individual emirates’ leaders, today’s coun
The UAE has also dedicated itself to the
cil is a 40member chamber divided as fol 4:78(0:03)'8(8-##"#3'1('3),-(87-(0880,D'(".(
lows: eight each for Abu Dhabi and Dubai, September 11, 2001.13
The UAE is a member of the Gulf
six each for Sharjah and Ras alKhaimah,
Cooperation Council (GCC),14 the Arab
and four each for Ajman, Fujairah and Um
League, the
alQuwain.
Arab Quar
Twenty
Politics in the UAE are predicated upon
tet,15 the
deputies are
the
old
Lockean
principle
of
the
explicit
Committee
appointed
and implicit consent of the governed, in
for the Arab
by the rulers
Peace Initia
(half of each which the government’s legitimacy rests
tive,16 the
emirate’s
upon
a
universal
acceptance
of
both
its
United Na
number of
form and those who lead it.
tions, the Or
deputies),
ganization of
while a col
the Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC),
lege of rulerchosen electors names the
other 20. While the 2006 FNC had an elec the Organization of Arab Petroleum Export
ing Countries (OAPEC), the Organization
toral college of just over 6,000, the most
recent rounds (2011) had about 130,000. In of the Islamic Conference (OIC), and tens
of regional and international and intergov
2019, elections for the FNC will be com
ernmental organizations. It advocates a
pletely open to all citizens. Women were
twostate solution for the Palestinian–Israeli
represented by nine members in the 2006
,");3,8>(0()-:"8308-%('-88$-1-)8(."#(87-(
FNC, comprising 22 percent of overall
Iranian nuclear standoff with the world, and
membership. (Incidentally, the UAE was
the preservation of Gulf waters as an open
87-(4#'8(=#0?(E+$.(,"+)8#*(8"(022"3)8(0(
international trade zone and the Strait of
female minister, and today’s government
Hormuz as an open maritime passageway.
contains two, in addition to two others
The UAE has participated in the GCC
without portfolios.) As to function, the
FNC looks into executive decisions, makes attempt to propose an initiative to resolve
the ongoing political crisis in Yemen. It
recommendations, watches over public
11
also calls for dialogue and reform as ways
4)0),-'(0)%(#0834-'(8#-083-'5
to resolve the standoff between Syrian pro
An Activist Foreign Policy
testors and the regime. It played a pivotal
The UAE is a prime example of a
role in the leadup to UN Security Council
Resolutions 1970 and 1973 dealing with
developing nation whose foreign policy
Libya and, within the Libya Contact Group
relies on instruments of soft power12 and
46
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and other forums, in alleviating the monu
mental humanitarian crisis caused by the
brutal repression of innocent civilians by
the deposed regime of the late Colonel
<+0110#(0$JQ0%7045(R8(0$'"(2$0*-%(0(
stabilizing role during the Bahrain crisis,
providing police forces within a GCC
sanctioned plan to bring peace to the island
nation and counseling the government
and opposition forces to pursue a national
strategy for dialogue.
Since the Israel–Hezbollah war of
2006, the UAE has sponsored the rebuild
ing of hospitals and schools in southern
Lebanon. In 2001, it joined over 60 coun
tries in Afghanistan in providing military
assets on the ground in a humanitarian,
educational and security mission that
continues today. Prior to this, the UAE
participated in a peacekeeping mission
in Kosovo in the 1990s. It is also among
the largest contributors of international aid
assistance to countries in need of improv
ing economic and other conditions, giving
over $10 billion since 2001.17 In 2009,
UAE external assistance amounted to 1
percent of the country’s GDP — higher
than the target of 0.7 percent set by the
United Nations and the highest in the
world in relation to GDP.18 UAE foreign
policy is predicated upon humanitarian
ism as a moral imperative that needs to be
exercised and nourished.
As a small “emerging regional and
global player,” the UAE is dealing with
challenges on many fronts and at differ
ent levels, largely in cooperation with a
%3C-#'34-%(2""$(".(.#3-)%'(0)%(0$$3-'(3)(87-(
GCC, the Arab League, the Organization
of the Islamic Conference, and the United
Nations and its diverse organizations. UAE
foreign policy emphasizes the strong rela
tionship and mutual interests the country
has with the United States and Western

countries. Formal relations with the United
States began in 1971, when Washington
recognized the new state upon its indepen
dence. A resident ambassador has been in
Abu Dhabi since 1974, but relations saw
a dramatic shift after the Iraqi invasion of
Kuwait in 1990. The two countries signed
a Defense Cooperation Agreement in 1994,
according to which the United States was
able to position equipment to help in con
taining Iraq between 1991 and 2003. In
2002, the two countries began a Strategic
Partnership Dialogue.19
The UAE has bought over $33 bil
lion in military hardware from the United
States, the largest deals having been signed
3)(FGGG>(."#(HG(IJKL(4:78-#(03#,#0.8(MNL5O(
billion); in 2007, for United States Patriot
missiles and munitions ($10.4 billion); in
2008, for airdefense systems and Stinger
missiles ($9 billion); and in 2009, for
973)""D(7-$3,"28-#'(0)%(P-$$4#-(13''3$-'(
($3.4 billion).20 The UAE is still consider
ing whether to replace a potential purchase
of the French Rafale aircraft with the
American F18, a deal worth $5 to $6 bil
lion.21 It also assisted disasterrelief efforts
in response to Hurricane Katrina in New
Orleans in 2005, when it donated $100
million.22
Moreover, the diplomatic, military
and strategic relationship was augmented
by an agreement for nuclear cooperation
in 2009, when the United States helped
the UAE to establish a peaceful nuclear
energy program to boost electricity pro
duction. Dubbed the 123 Agreement,
in reference to the corresponding section
of the U.S. Atomic Energy Act of 1954,
the accord allowed the UAE to pursue an
open and transparent program but required
congressional approval. The UAE commit
ted itself to ensuring the peaceful nature of
its program, abiding fully by International
47
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ECONOMY
Since its inception, the UAE has fol
lowed an economic vision based upon
market principles, with an emphasis on
achieving a competitive business environ
ment hospitable to foreign investors and at
tractive to skilled expatriates. While the oil
and gas sector has always played a domi
)0)8(#"$-(3)(87-(-,")"1*>(%3C-#'34,083")(
efforts are diligently pursued to transform
the UAE into a regional and international
$-0%-#(3)(-''-)830$(4-$%'('+,7(0'(4)0),30$(
services, renewable energy, tourism and
technology. Special emphasis within the
%3C-#'34,083")(0)%(%-C-$"21-)8('8#08-:3-'(
has been placed on national human capital
through modernizing education and health
services and on participation in global
efforts toward a cleaner environment by
investing intensively in renewable energy
sources.
Economic policy in the UAE is
predicated upon a threepronged approach.
First, it seeks to achieve economic stabil
38*(87#"+:7(0%"283):(0(4/-%J-/,70):-J#08-(
regime based on the U.S. dollar. Second,
38(."$$"!'('"+)%(4',0$(2"$3,3-'(031-%(08(
maintaining a balanced budget within a
taxfree environment. Third, it invests oil
0)%(:0'(#-C-)+-'(."#(87-(?-)-48(".(.+8+#-(
generations in infrastructural projects do
1-'83,0$$*(0)%(3)('"+)%(#-0$(0)%(4)0),30$(
assets internationally through the use of
sovereign wealth funds.
Sound economic policies and develop
ment strategies have allowed the UAE to
achieve a prominent status in the world
economy. Recently, the UAE ranked
twentyseventh among 142 countries in the
Global Competitiveness Index,27 where it
was the only Arab economy categorized
as innovationdriven; fortieth among 183
countries in the ease of doing business,

Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) protocols,
and guaranteeing that it will not reprocess
or store fuel. The agreement is a model
for nuclear cooperation, to be emulated
by countries aspiring to develop their own
programs. It stands in contrast to Iran’s ex
ample of confrontation and covert enrich
ment.23
Although not a member of NATO,
the UAE has chosen to join the coalition’s
Istanbul Cooperation Initiative (ICI). It
70'(0$'"(%3C-#'34-%('-,+#38*(#-$083")'(!387(
South Korea and France. The Republic of
Korea has provided 130 military experts
to help in counterterrorist training, since
0(@"+87(S"#-0)(4#1>(87-(S"#-0(B$-,8#3,(
Power Corporation (KEPCO), won a $20
billion contract in 2010 to build nuclear
reactors at Baraka on the Gulf coast.24
Similarly, a contingent of 500 French sol
diers is stationed in Abu Dhabi as part of a
strategicpartnership initiative with France,
which in 2009 established a maritime base
in the country.25
The UAE faces a continuing challenge
in its foreign policy represented by Iran’s
occupation of three UAE islands in the
Arabian Gulf: Abu Musa and the Greater
and Lesser Tunbs. Although historically
governed by the rulers of the emirates of
Sharjah and Ras alKhaimah, they were
forcibly occupied by Iran days before inde
pendence in December 1971. Their con
tinued occupation will always be a source
of instability for the region. Since the time
of the shah, Iran has been unwilling to
seek a mutually agreeable solution, while
the UAE has called for negotiations and a
peaceful settlement pursuing international
mediation, including referring the issue
to the International Court of Justice. Iran,
however, has refused arbitration or any
other possibility of ending its occupation.26
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according to the International Finance
Corporation;28 fortyseventh among 183
countries in the Heritage Foundation’s In
dex of Economic Freedom;29 twentyeighth
among 178 countries in transparency and
accountability;30 and thirtysecond among
169 countries in human development.31
( R)(87-('70%"!(".(87-(:$"?0$(4)0),30$(
crisis and economic slowdown of 2009,
recent experience has shown the resilience
of the UAE economy. While the initial
3120,8(")(87-(A=B(".(87-(:$"?0$(4)0)
cial crisis was negative, particularly on
Dubai because of debt problems relating
to the realestate sector, the UAE economy
achieved a faster recovery than expected.
Solidarity among the emirates and a com
bination of sound policies and economic
foundations all played a role. The real
GDP growth rate, which had reached 6.5
percent in 2007 and 5.3 percent in 2008,
and fallen by 3.2 percent in 2009, showed
'3:)34,0)8(312#"C-1-)8(3)(FGKG>(-'83108-%(
at 3.2 percent, and is expected to grow by
3.3 percent in 2011, according to the Inter
national Monetary Fund.32 Meanwhile, the
73:7($-C-$'(".(3);083")(!38)-''-%(?-."#-(
the crisis — due to higher international
food prices and housing costs — subsided
dramatically, falling from an average of
11.7 percent in 2007–08 to 1.6 percent in
2009 and 0.9 percent in 2010. Meanwhile,
;-/3?3$38*(3)(87-($0?"#(10#D-8($-%(8"(0(
stabilization of the unemployment rate at
around 4 percent for the period 2008–09.33
As for economic reform and develop
ment, the UAE is working on a number of
coordinated strategies, at both the federal
and local levels, in order to maintain a
competitive edge in the knowledge and
innovationbased world economy. On the
federal level, the UAE is pursuing the
“2021 Vision,” which aims to achieve
major landmarks by the time of the golden

jubilee of the federation. The economic
objectives include these:
T( Harnessing the full potential of na
tional human capital by maximizing
the participation of Emiratis, encour
aging entrepreneurship, and nurturing
homegrown public and private sector
leaders while attracting and retaining
the best talent from around the world
T( U-)-483):(.#"1(0('+'803)0?$-(0)%(%3
C-#'34-%(-,")"1*>(;-/3?$-(3)(0%"283):(
new economic models, and capitaliz
ing on global economic partnerships to
guarantee longterm prosperity for cur
rent and future generations of Emiratis
T( Innovation, research, science and
technology to form the pillars of a
knowledgebased, highly productive
and competitive economy, driven by
entrepreneurs in a businessfriendly
environment where public and private
sectors form effective partnerships.34
On the local level, both Abu Dhabi and
Dubai have their own visions that are
consistent with that of the federation.35
Moreover, the UAE has repeatedly
#-0.4#1-%(38'(,"11381-)8(8"(-,")"13,(
'80?3$38*(87#"+:7(103)803)3):(87-(4/-%(
peg of the dirham to the U.S. dollar and
to its competitive edge through maintain
ing a freemarket economy with minimal
restrictions on privatesector activities and
international trade and capital movements.
V)(87-(4',0$(.#")8>(87-(A=B(3'(312$-1-)8
ing a number of reforms at the federal
level, including the adoption of a medium
term framework and a switch to program
budgeting and zerobased budgeting.36 In
this regard, the implementation of sound
economic policies allowed the UAE to
achieve a remarkable eleventh place rank
ing in terms of its macroeconomic environ
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ment among 142 countries in the Global
energy through the building of a city that
Competitiveness Index 2011–2012.37 At
relies entirely on solar and wind energy.42
the same time, having an almost taxfree
The UAE also hosts the International
and tradebarrierfree environment al
Renewable Energy Agency (IRENA) and
lowed the UAE to achieve a ranking of
funds its activities.43 Second, the Dubai ex
4.87(01"):(KHW(,"+)8#3-'(3)(87-(0#-0(".(
perience has been instructive for the UAE
tax collection and of third in the area of
and all countries seeking rapid growth and
crossborder trading, two criteria covered
modernization. While, at the beginning,
38
Dubai gained international attention as
in the Doing Business Rankings 2011.
These achievements, associated with rising a success story for modernization, in
world oil and gas prices, allowed the UAE
)"C083")(0)%(%3C-#'34,083")>(38(?-,01-(0(
to more than double its per capita income
cautionary tale of the risks of realestate
in the last decade, from $21,801 in 2000 to 3)C-'81-)8>(4)0$$*(8"(?-,"1-(0(8-/8?""D(
$50,070 in 2009.39
,0'-(3)(7"!(8"(%-0$(!387(4)0),30$(2#"?$-1'(
There have also been shifts in econom successfully. The Dubai debt problem be
ic activity at the sector level. Although the
gan in November 2009, when Dubai World
UAE had the
requested a
sixthlargest
standstill on
While, at the beginning, Dubai gained
oil reserves
its obliga
international attention as a success
in the world
tions for six
story for modernization, innovation and
in 2010, and
months. This
is the eighth !"#$%&"'()*"+,-."*./$()0$.).()1*"+,)%2.
led to severe
largest oil
tale of the risks of realestate investment, shocks to
producer,40
the Dubai
',)332.*+./$(+0$.).*$4*/++5.()&$.",.6+7.*+. economy as a
the impor
!$)3.7"*6.',),(")3.8%+/3$0&.&1(($&&91332:. whole and to
tance of the
oil and gas
its realestate
sector is declining as the country moves
sector, in particular. In the end, however,
07-0%(!387(%3C-#'34,083")5(67-('-,8"#&'(
the handling of the debt problem became a
contribution as a ratio of GDP declined
successful model for debt restructuring and
from 34 percent in 2005 to 29 percent in
coordination within a federal system.
2009. Meanwhile, sectors such as trade,
Moreover, the UAE’s outstanding
tourism, construction and real estate, and
economic environment assisted the devel
4)0),-(:03)-%(:#"+)%(8"(?-,"1-(10X"#(
opment of innovative and fastgrowing
drivers of economic growth, rising from
businesses that have become regional and
41 percent to 45 percent of GDP over the
global leaders. For example, the Emir
same period.41
ates Group (famous for its worldclass
A few recent developments highlight
Emirates Airlines) achieved its twenty
the ongoing changes in the UAE economy.
873#%(,")'-,+83C-(*-0#(".(2#"480?3$38*(3)(
First, the country is paying special atten
2010–11, with a gross income of $15.6
tion to environmental issues and investing
billion.44 Similarly, the UAEbased tele
heavily in renewable energy. Masdar is an
communications company, Etisalat, is one
Abu Dhabifunded commercial enterprise
of the largest in the world and the leading
dedicated to the development of renewable provider in the Middle East and Africa,
50
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SOCIAL CONDITIONS
The political and economic accom
plishments that have accompanied the
UAE’s development since 1971 have been
augmented by a long list of achievements
in terms of social indicators. The list is
impressive for a young country that, only
40 years ago, was in relative isolation but
began an ambitious program for modern
ization and better standards of living. What
is also impressive is the degree to which
the country and the population in general
have been able to incorporate modernism
0)%(?-)-48(.#"1(!708(:$"?0$3Y083")(70'(
made available in all aspects of life.

operating in 18 countries.45 Furthermore,
the UAE in general, and Abu Dhabi in
particular, are wellknown for sovereign
wealth funds, established to secure and
maintain the future welfare of Emiratis.
Abu Dhabi Investment Authority (ADIA)
is a world leader that invests in a wide
#0):-(".(0''-8'>(.#"1(-Z+383-'(0)%(4/-%J
income securities to infrastructure. It also
plays a leading role in the development
and governance of the industry. In 2008, it
participated in the development of policy
principles for international investments
with the U.S. Department of the Treasury
and was appointed cochair with the IMF
of the International Working Group of
Sovereign Wealth Funds.46 Mubadala is
another example of Abu Dhabi’s efforts to
diversify. It was established in 2002 with
0(10)%08-(8"(.0,3$3808-(87-(%3C-#'34,083")(
of Abu Dhabi’s economy by focusing on
managing longterm, capitalintensive
3)C-'81-)8'(8708(%-$3C-#('8#"):(4)0),30$(
#-8+#)'(0)%(80):3?$-('",30$(?-)-48'(."#(
the emirate. The company has partnered
with worldclass industry leaders and had
total assets of approximately $46 billion
by mid2011.47 Among other corporate
relationships, Mubadala is a major sponsor
of Formula1 races in the UAE and has a
growing interface with Ferrari.48
Internationally, the UAE’s robust
economy allows it to be an important trade
hub in the Middle East, attracting substan
tial foreign direct investment (FDI) and
human capital. The UAE is ranked nine
teenth among the world’s largest export
-#'(0)%(8!-)8*J4.87(01"):(312"#8-#'549 A
combination of solid economic and struc
tural policies and strategies, together with
favorable oil prices and rising consumer
0)%(?+'3)-''(,")4%-),->(0#-(20C3):(87-(
!0*(8"(0(1"#-(3);+-)830$(#"$-(."#(87-(A=B(
in the world economy.

Education
The UAE has come a long way in the
4-$%(".(-%+,083")>(!73,7(70'(?--)(!-$$J
established since the turn of the twentieth
century, when the Ahmadiya School in
Dubai was founded (it now stands as a mu
seum).50(67-(4#'8(1"%-#)(0)%('8#+,8+#-%(
school was established in the emirate of
Sharjah in 1953 with assistance from Brit
03)(0)%(S+!0385(@70#X07(!0'(0$'"(87-(4#'8(
emirate to establish a school for girls.51
Abu Dhabi established its own schools in
the 1960s. By 1966, there were four ele
mentary schools for boys and one for girls,
accommodating 528 pupils. By 1974, the
number of schools, including private ones,
had increased and accommodated more
than 40,000 students, 30 percent of whom
were females.52
Today, about 700,000 students attend
the country’s 1,400 public schools and
hundreds of private ones. Public schools
are free for nationals but can be attended
by expatriate Arab residents for a low fee.
Tertiary education is also free for na
tionals, many of whom choose to attend
universities in the United States, Europe,
Australia and elsewhere. In 2007, over
51
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14,000 students attended the national UAE
University.53 Thousands of others now
receive their education in 65 branches of
internationally acclaimed highereducation
institutions such as New York University,
the Sorbonne, Michigan State and busi
nesseducation leader INSEAD (Institut
Européen d’Administration des Affaires).
Many nationals are also sponsored by the
government to seek university and post
graduate education overseas. In the 2009–
10 academic year, 1,019 were admitted to
international universities worldwide, while
301 returned with BAs, MAs, and PhDs.54
The UAE has also succeeded in reaching
an adult literacy level of 90 percent, match
ing that of the industrialized world.55
Much emphasis is being placed on
teacher training and development, focusing
on the nationalization of the teaching pool
and lessening the dependence on foreign
skills. In its education strategy of 2010–20,
the Ministry of Education emphasizes
the development of a recruitment system,
more rigorous evaluation tools, educa
tional research for teachers and leadership
skills. The number of nationals in the pool
is steadily rising, especially among males.
The ministry hopes to recruit and train
10,000 publicschool teachers by 2020.56
The state has been aggressive in main
streaming girls and women in education
and they have made great achievements
over a short period of time. According to
the last census, in 2005, the ratio of literate
women to men aged 15–24 years stood
at 110. Moreover, the ratio of females
to males in secondary education stood at
106.7, and in tertiary education at 181.0.57

water. Health care is currently free for all
UAE nationals, and in 2009, total health
expenditure was 2.8 percent of GDP, equal
to $1,756 per capita. Life expectancy is
77 for males and 79 for females, with an
+)%-#J4C-(1"#80$38*(#08-(".([(2-#(K>GGG(
(down from 17 in 1990).58 Access to clean
water in urban and rural areas is assured for
100 percent of the population, and close to
100 percent use modern sanitation facili
83-'5(=C03$0?$-(4:+#-'(")(311+)3Y083")(#0
tios for the different categories of vaccines
show that they are administered uniformly
to over 90 percent of newborns.59
There are 26 public hospitals in the
UAE with a capacity of almost 4,000 beds,
over 2,000 doctors in all specializations,
and over 1,000 public and private clin
ics. Free health coverage is universal for
nationals, and laws have been instituted
to ensure mandatory health insurance for
nonnationals.60 Hundreds of UAE nation
als seek medical attention and treatment
overseas, with the costs underwritten by
the government.61 In addition, there are
partnerships with internationally renowned
medical institutions such as that between
the Abu Dhabibased Sheikh Khalifa
Medical Center and the Cleveland Clinic
(which is also building a medical facil
ity of its own), and between the Corniche
Hospital and the Johns Hopkins University
Medical Center, among others.62
Population Concerns
In 1975, the UAE national popula
tion was estimated at 558,000 and made
up more than a third of total residents. By
2005, the total population rose to 4.1 mil
lion, of whom Emirati nationals accounted
for about 20 percent.63 This points to an
obvious fact: the size and composition of
the country’s population are driven more
by its economic development activities

Health
Health is another priority for UAE
".4,30$'>(!387('2-,30$(088-)83")(203%(8"(
nutrition, immunization and access to clean
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than the usual demographic forces of fertil are seeking to enhance the hiring, presence
ity and mortality.
and retention of nationals in the public
In 2005, the sex ratio (number of males and private sectors. In a sense, this is no
for every 100 females) among Emirati
different from similar programs launched
nationals stood at 103. In contrast, the cor
by other Gulf Cooperation Council coun
#-'2")%3):(4:+#-(."#(87-(-/208#308-(2"2+$0 8#3-'(8708(70C-(0$$(70%(%3.4,+$83-'(0?'"#?3):(
tion in the UAE stood at 268.64 The gender
and integrating laborers into their different
and even age compositions of the expatriate economic activities.
population are strongly determined by the
The emiratization program was
structure of the economy at a given time.
instituted in the 1990s as more educated
The numerical dominance of males among
youth entered the local labor market. But
the expatri
the rapid
08-'(#-;-,8'(
Policy makers are seeking to enhance the growth in the
the relative
economy and
hiring, presence and retention of nationals 38'(%3C-#'34,0
economic
importance of in the public and private sectors.
tion allowed
construction,
for, and
manufacturing and transportation.
indeed necessitated, the hiring of a greater
The dominance of foreign labor
number of expatriates. This resulted in
presents many challenges as the country
a rise of unemployment among Emirati
moves forward with its development plans. youth as privatesector employers avoided
One such challenge is the sheer fact that
hiring them for reasons that ranged from
the overwhelming majority of residents
expected high wages (which privatesector
are nonnationals, a reality that has politi
bottomline concerns did not allow) to
cal, economic, social and identityrelated
working conditions (holidays, hours, etc.)
repercussions. Another is the sociological
to skills and experience.66 Thus, emira
tization efforts were, and continue to be,
impact of dependence on foreign labor.
This may become problematic as the coun exercised by government institutions,
despite hiring regulations put in place for
try’s leaders seek to develop a native work
observance by the private sector.67
-873,>(0(%3C-#'34-%(D)"!$-%:-(?0'-(0)%(0(
spirit of independence.
Human Rights
The number of expatriate workers in
The Labor Market
the UAE who are sponsored by private
The size of the labor force in the UAE
sector employers has presented some
was estimated at 2.6 million in 2005. Of
these, Emirati nationals accounted for only humanrights concerns since the very be
ginning of the federation. Related concerns
8.4 percent, or about 214,000 workers, 22
include withholding of passports, contract
percent of whom were female.65 Such un
derrepresentation of Emirati nationals in
substitution and delayed or nonpayment
the labor force has become and continues
of wages. Today, the UAE prides itself as a
to be raised as one of the main social is
member of the International Labor Organi
sues the government is addressing through
zation (ILO) and the Arab Labor Organiza
its employment nationalization program,
tion (ALO), among other laborfocused
known as “emiratization.” Policy makers
multilateral organizations. As a member of
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Housing Projects
The UAE has worked to build an in
tegrated infrastructure composed of roads,
bridges, airports, seaports, cultural facili
83-'(0)%("87-#(-%34,-'(8708(70C-(10%-(38(
the most modern country in the region. It
?"0'8'(4C-(3)8-#)083")0$(03#2"#8'>(".(!73,7(
Dubai International is the largest and the
fourthbusiest in the world, with passenger
8#0.4,(".("C-#(FO(13$$3")(."#(87-(*-0#(-)%
ing in June, 2011.71 It has also instituted a
number of housing programs, both public
and private, that have provided shelter and
amenities to a large number of people in
the different emirates.
The UAE has three types of housing
programs at the federal and local levels.
67-(4#'8(2#"C3%-'(7"1-($"0)'(0)%(:#0)8'(
to nationals who own a piece of land, itself
granted by the state. The second advances
interestfree, longterm loans for nationals
who can repay them. The third provides
free housing for lowincome nationals. The
Ministry of Public Works oversees housing
programs, but the Sheikh Zayed Hous
ing Program is the premier organization
."#(.+)%3):5(B13#08-J'2-,34,(0)%(2#3C08-(
organizations also provide assistance.72

these organizations the UAE works trans
parently to pursue its obligations. Sweep
ing reforms to improve working conditions
and workers’ rights dominate the concerns
of federal and emiratelevel institutions.
<0)*(4#1'(0#-(#-:+$0#$*(3)'2-,8-%(?*(
the Ministry of Labor to ensure compli
ance with labor regulations, including the
enforcement of mandatory employment
contracts to protect the rights of workers in
relation to salary, accommodations, health
care and working hours.
Moreover, the UAE has collaborated
with a number of laborexporting coun
tries and established consultations at the
multilateral level. These efforts include a
pilot project jointly conducted with a num
ber of countries to ascertain the problems
faced by workers from the point of job
recruitment in their respective countries
until they return home after employment
in the UAE.68
( 67-(A=B(70'(#0834-%(87-(A\(9")
vention against Transnational Organized
Crime and is committed to ratifying the ac
companying protocol to prevent, suppress
0)%(2+)3'7(8#0.4,D3):(3)(2-#'")'>(-'2-
cially women and children. In support of
this, Federal Law 51 was enacted in 2006,
requiring strong punitive measures against
0$$(."#1'(".(7+10)(8#0.4,D3):5(<"#-"C-#>(
the National Committee to Combat Hu
10)(6#0.4,D3):(!0'(-'80?$3'7-%(3)(FGG[(8"(
,""#%3)08-(0)83J7+10)J8#0.4,D3):(-.."#8'(
at all levels. Efforts were coordinated with
UNICEF, sourcecountry embassies, and
nongovernmental organizations to identify,
rescue, rehabilitate and repatriate former
child camel jockeys.69 The UAE has also
80D-)(3)383083C-'(3)(4:783):(7+10)(8#0.4,D
ing and was instrumental in the establish
ment of a program known as the United
Nations Global Initiative to Fight Human
6#0.4,D3):(MA\5ERI6]570

CONCLUSION
The UAE has come a long way since
its founding in 1971. It has a legitimate
governing system that has taken politi
cal development in stride, emphasizing a
gradual building of institutions, norms and
mechanisms. Its moderate and unaligned
foreign policy has ensured friendly rela
tions around the world and a place at any
international forum concerned with peace,
security and prosperity. While originally
a rentier state dependent on natural re
sources, it has been able to diversity and
1"%-#)3Y-(38'(-,")"1*(."#(87-(?-)-48(".(
its citizens and the world at large. Its social
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development has left almost nothing to
be desired, emphasizing modernity while
2#-'-#C3):(8#0%383")'(0)%(?-)-483):(.#"1(
globalization but preventing it from sup
planting its own history.
These achievements and the attendant
?-)-48'>(7"!-C-#>(70C-()"8(,"1-(!387"+8(
signs of possible social problems at impor
tant junctures in the country’s multifaceted
development history. Indeed, accomplish
ments have their own downsides, and plans
are underway to ameliorate them. UAE
%-,3'3")(10D-#'(0#-(4#'8(0)%(."#-1"'8(
concerned about the country’s popula
tion imbalance and its possible negative
impact on national identity. No nation can
continue to depend on foreign labor for
its development. Thus, the UAE is taking
major steps in education and training to
prepare a labor force that would be skilled
enough to take over economic and other
activities. Not that all importation of labor
will be proscribed in the near future, but
there are no illusions as to the continued
problems facing the country’s development
in this regard.
The second important challenge is to
encourage the country’s youth to become
involved in running the institutions of the
state, the government and the private sec
tor. Emiratization has been successful in

the public sector, where government and
independent state agencies have worked
8"(8#03)(0)%(73#-()083")0$'(8"(?-(87-(".4,30$(
managers of development. It has yet to take
root, however, in the private sector, where
daytoday concerns such as salaries and
working hours are not easy to deal with.
UAE leaders are also concerned about
the possible, although remote, adverse out
comes of the invasion of foreign goods and
attitudes into their society and its different
institutions. While the country has ben
-48-%(:#-08$*(.#"1(-,")"13,(:$"?0$3Y083")>(
the social effects of the phenomenon are
worrying. So far, people have been able to
integrate modernity and globalization with
their traditions and family values. But no
one can know when this accommodation
might become a danger to social cohesion.
With these caveats, the UAE forges
ahead with its development, which can be
described as both normal and abnormal.
The UAE is quite normal, in that it has
worked hard to get where it is. The ab
normality stems from factors including its
young age and the speed with which devel
opment has been accomplished. The judg
ment on these two seemingly contradictory
aspects of its development is still in the
making, but, for now, the project continues.
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